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did you know that the country  
of gastronomy has 
a secret recipe to increase  
innovative patents?
> France is among the leading countries in Europe for the number of international patents filed 
> France has the most attractive research tax credit in Europe 
> France stimulates entrepreneurial spirit with a new simplified and tax-effective status for the self-employed 
> More than 70 innovation clusters have been set up, improving synergies between public and private research

now you know the true formula for success: innovation in france. 
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did you know that the country  
of culture has developed 
more than 70 state-of-the-art
innovative clusters?
> More than 70 innovation clusters have been set up, improving synergies between public and private research
> France is among the leading countries in Europe for the number of international patents filed 
> France has the most attractive research tax credit in Europe 
> France stimulates entrepreneurial spirit with a new simplified and tax-effective status for the self-employed

now you know the true formula for success: innovation in france. 
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did you know that the country  
of haute-couture has created 
a tailor-made tax system
to encourage innovation?
> France has the most attractive research tax credit in Europe 
> More than 70 innovation clusters have been set up, improving synergies between public and private research
> France is among the leading countries in Europe for the number of international patents filed 
> France stimulates entrepreneurial spirit with a new simplified and tax-effective status for the self-employed

now you know the true formula for success: innovation in france. 
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